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1 JUDGE CASEY:  Pursuant to the authority and

2 direction of the Illinois Commerce Commission, we

3 now call Docket No. 02-0067.

4 This is the Illinois Commerce

5 Commission, on its own, motion versus Northern

6 Illinois Gas Company d/b/a Nicor Gas Company,

7 proceeding to review Rider 4, gas costs, pursuant

8 to Section 9-244(c) of the Public Utilities Act.

9 May we have the appearances for the

10 record beginning first with the company.

11 MR. ROONEY:   On behalf of Nicor Gas Company,

12 John Rooney, 233 South Wacker Drive, Suite 8000,

13 Chicago, Illinois 60606.

14 MR. REICHART:   On behalf of the staff of the

15 Illinois Commerce Commission, John Reichart and

16 Janus Von Qualen, 160 North LaSalle, Chicago,

17 Illinois 60601.

18 MR. KAMINSKI:   Mark Kaminski of the Illinois

19 Attorney General's Office, 100 West Randolph

20 Street, Chicago, Illinois 60601, on behalf of The

21 People of the State of Illinois.

22 MR. KELTER:   On behalf of the Citizens Utility
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1 Board, Robert Kelter and Richard Balough, 208 South

2 LaSalle Street, Suite 1760, Chicago, Illinois

3 60604.

4 MR. PERA:   Mark Pera and Leijuana Doss with the

5 Cook County State's Attorneys Office, 69 West

6 Washington, Suite 700, Chicago, Illinois 60602.

7 JUDGE CASEY:   Let the record reflect there are

8 no further appearances.

9 This comes before us today on a

10 discovery schedule status.  I'll also note that

11 since our last discovery status, there was a joint

12 motion to reopen the record and expand the scope of

13 the proceeding filed by many, if not all, of the

14 parties to the proceeding as well as a proposed

15 interim order reopening the record and expanding

16 the scope of this proceeding.

17 Without belaboring the fact that we're

18 trying to get this discovery schedule established

19 in this matter, Mr. Reichart, your name was the

20 first name on this joint motion.  So can you tell

21 me whether or not this joint motion, if granted,

22 basically negates the need to establish a discovery
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1 schedule at least as it is before us now?

2 Are we -- is this -- is this -- are we

3 going to be doing something totally different from

4 what we had -- where we were going with before? 

5 How is this going to impact or what should the

6 schedule be?

7 MR. REICHART:   Yes and no to your answers.

8 JUDGE CASEY:   Okay.  Well, we'll start with the

9 yes part.

10 MR. REICHART:   We are -- obviously, if the

11 motion is granted and the scope of the case is

12 expanded, we will be doing -- we will be engaging

13 in additional discovery for some of the -- I

14 believe the two PGA cases that have not been

15 resolved.  So that will more likely than not extend

16 the time needed for discovery at least with regard

17 to the issues that are affected by those PGA cases.

18 We have continued to proceed with

19 discovery on the issues that we can address at this

20 time, and I think the party -- Company has

21 indicated that Series 16 discovery requests have

22 gone out by staff, the Company hopes to respond to
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1 later this week.

2 Our thought amongst the parties

3 informally was that we can proceed potentially with

4 depositions on some of the issues that, again,

5 aren't affected by the expansion in scope, and our

6 thought would be to propose a status date for early

7 next year at which time we could report on

8 discovery.  And to the extent there was an

9 agreed-to deposition schedule, we could report on

10 that at that time.

11 One point that should be made is -- I

12 think that you were getting to is, there are issues

13 affecting the most recent PGA cases that --

14 information and other discovery that we will not

15 even be able to address until the year has run out. 

16 The information most recent -- the 2002 PGA

17 information won't even be available until next

18 year.

19 JUDGE CASEY:   Well, it appears as though

20 everyone has -- is a signatory to the joint motion.

21 Perhaps the parties can enlighten us. 

22 We're trying to figure out how this mechanically is
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1 going to work -- this proposal's going to work.

2 I note that there are two dockets,

3 01-0705 and 02-0725.  Those dockets are the annual

4 reconciliation dockets, are they not?

5 MR. ROONEY:   (Nodding.)

6 JUDGE CASEY:   And those dockets have both been

7 marked heard and taken.  However, no order's been

8 entered; is that correct?

9 MR. REICHART:   No.

10 JUDGE CASEY:   Okay.  What's going on, first

11 off, with 01-0705?  Has it been marked heard and

12 taken?

13 MR. REICHART:   I don't believe so.  That was

14 put in a general abeyance, as I understand.  That

15 case was kind of shelved pending the outcome of

16 this case.

17 Similarly, the 02 docket, I believe, was

18 just set for its next status, June 3rd of 2003.

19 JUDGE CASEY:   Okay.  The 01-0705, was there an

20 evidentiary hearing in that proceeding?

21 MR. ROONEY:   Your Honor -- not yet.  The

22 Company filed its testimony.  Staff has not filed
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1 testimony and, obviously, there's only been one

2 filing made.  No hearings have taken place.

3 JUDGE CASEY:   All right.  So then with respect

4 to the two other dockets, the 99-0481 and 00-0718,

5 I note that we asked that the two more recent cases

6 be consolidated with this docket for purposes -- I

7 guess that's just for the purposes of hearing them

8 so that there's one record, one evidentiary hearing

9 to reference all those dockets?

10 And then is that why we are not

11 reopening 99-0481 and 00-0718?

12 MR. REICHART:   Yes.  Our thought was to the

13 extent a final order in this case would affect the

14 prior two PGA reconciliations, that notation would

15 be made in the record of those two cases and

16 this -- the final order in this case would be filed

17 in those cases as well.

18 JUDGE CASEY:   But have those cases not been

19 marked heard and taken and has the Commission not

20 already entered an order in those dockets?

21 MR. REICHART:   An order has been made, yes.

22 JUDGE CASEY:   So wouldn't we have to have those
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1 dockets reopened or an amendatory order filed in

2 those dockets, if there is a need for them?

3 MR. REICHART:   Yes.  If there is a need for it,

4 we could have the dockets reopened for the purpose

5 of entering a final order in this case or a

6 notation made in those dockets that should

7 reference any changes made as a result of the final

8 order in this case.

9 MR. ROONEY:   Your Honor, if I may help explain

10 one point.

11 With regard to the 99-0481 docket in

12 particular, our thought was, is that to the extent

13 that there was issues that came to light as a

14 result of the discovery that has taken place in

15 this case that may impact those proceedings, that

16 we would resolve those issues by virtue of

17 litigation and evidentiary hearings here.

18 There'd be findings made and an order in

19 this docket and then the Commission could enter an

20 order on reopening for purposes of the 99 docket

21 and the 00 docket just to reflect the modifications

22 to the PGAs for those two years.
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1 Part of our thinking particularly with

2 regard to the 99 docket was the fact that that's a

3 non-E-Docket case.  So we want -- didn't want to be

4 making paper filings or having the clerk's office

5 go through the machinations of all these dockets

6 just for purposes of that case.

7 We're agreeable to resolve the issues --

8 litigate the issues to resolution here.  And to the

9 extent that they impact the prior findings in

10 99-0481 or 00-0718, that there would be a

11 contemporaneous order on reopening after the order

12 in this case was entered.

13 JUDGE CASEY:   For purposes of this new monster

14 docket, are we supposed to be taking administrative

15 notice then of the record in those two older

16 dockets?  I mean, how would --

17 MR. ROONEY:   Certainly, we can --

18 JUDGE CASEY:   I'm trying to figure out how it

19 is that we can insert information into a new

20 docket -- into a docket that's already been marked

21 heard and taken and yet -- I'm just trying to

22 figure this out mechanically, and maybe it's way
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1 easier than I think it is.

2 MR. PERA:   Well, I --

3 MR. ROONEY:   Let me just get one more shot at

4 it.  I think what we're -- what we're trying to

5 resolve is the following:

6 Is that there's information that's come

7 to light -- the parties have seen information

8 that's come to light in this proceeding that has an

9 impact on or potentially has an impact on those

10 two -- at least prior proceedings that are closed

11 as well as the two proceedings that are open.

12 With regard to the closed proceedings,

13 our thought was -- is that addressing it once here,

14 resolving the issues here; and to the extent that

15 the Commission entered an order on reopening that

16 would take, in effect, notice of the decision here.

17 I think it was staff's goal, and they

18 can correct me if I'm wrong, is that there's a

19 current order, for example, in 99-0481 which set

20 the gas cost for that year.  To the extent that

21 there may be modifications, they wanted to have

22 some type of paper trail to go back and say, well,
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1 no, for 1999, that decision was modified by virtue

2 of the order entered in this case.

3 MR. REICHART:   And, your Honor, the basis for

4 this procedure -- and I'm sorry if I wasn't clear

5 before -- was we did consult with the clerk's

6 office concerning what would be the easiest way to

7 effectuate changes in those prior orders, and we

8 were told that reopening those dockets, again,

9 given that one of them was a docket that occurred

10 before E-Docket came into play would be an

11 administrative nightmare, and this was the proposed

12 solution.

13 JUDGE CASEY:   Ultimately, I believe it's going

14 to be the Commission to make the determination

15 whether or not they want to pursue this path.  So

16 we will need to make our recommendation to them.

17 The reason for my question is that we're

18 the ones that have to explain to the Commission

19 what it is that you intend.  And at this point, I'm

20 not quite so sure that I can do that without giving

21 this some more thought.

22 So if there's anything you want to add
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1 that -- I see in the ordering paragraph what it is

2 you want to accomplish.  I'm just having a tough

3 time visualizing how that's going to occur.  If

4 there's a -- if you want to come up perhaps with

5 some sort of schedule as to how these things are

6 supposed to -- how and when these things are

7 supposed to occur, that might help -- help us to

8 figure out what it is that you're trying to

9 accomplish here.  Perhaps something like that would

10 be a little more -- we can do this off the record. 

11 I just -- I'm trying to figure out what it is and

12 how it is that we're going to accomplish what it is

13 that you've set out in the joint motion as well as

14 in the joint proposed order.

15 MR. KELTER:   Your Honor, I would just add that

16 we're not -- from CUB's perspective, we're not

17 wedded to doing it this way as much as we are

18 committed to finding the best solution for handling

19 all these issues going forward.

20 So I can see where there would be some

21 concerns about doing all this and doing it in the

22 way that we've set forth.  So I guess my point
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1 would be that whatever those concerns would be,

2 maybe it'd be better if you brought them to us

3 after you've had a chance to think it over and we

4 have a chance to figure out what the best way to

5 address those concerns is before you even take this

6 to the full Commission.

7 Do other --

8 MR. ROONEY:   Certainly.

9 MR. KELTER:   -- parties agree or --

10 MR. ROONEY:   We can work that, no question.

11 I guess, your Honor, I thought the

12 way -- I think at least I was pursuing this and I

13 think the other parties can speak for themselves

14 was that, really, this case adds a couple of

15 different areas of inquiry or proposes a couple

16 areas of inquiry, and one, obviously, continues to

17 be PBR program in and of itself, and then there's

18 the PGA reached in the four years, '99, '01, '02,

19 '00 as well.

20 And that those would be addressed as

21 components of and simultaneously, I would assume,

22 pursuant to a procedural schedule that would -- you
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1 know, after discovery's concluded, would

2 contemplate testimony addressing all those issues

3 and going forward.  So it would not necessarily all

4 be a Phase I, Phase II, but it would all be

5 resolved in one point in time with the docket

6 addressing each of those years as well as just the

7 PBR program.

8 And then at the end of the day, once an

9 order's entered in this docket, to the extent that

10 they necessitated any modifications of the

11 Commission's prior findings in the '99 or '00 PGA

12 reconciliation years, there'd be an order on

13 reopening that would just either mimic the findings

14 that were conducted and found in this case or

15 reference the order in this case that would

16 reference the modifications to the PGA

17 reconciliations for those two years.

18 MS. VON QUALEN:  Your Honor, this is

19 Jan Von Qualen in Springfield and I think

20 Mr. Rooney is correct.

21 The issues are very interrelated, and we

22 came up with the idea of combining all of the
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1 dockets -- the open dockets, in order to simplify

2 the process rather than having three separate

3 dockets where much of the same information and

4 testimony would have to be entered in each of the

5 dockets.

6 I don't think it will require several

7 different procedural schedules.  The only thing

8 that has changed from, I think, staff's perspective

9 is that the 2002 PGA, because 2002 isn't over yet,

10 will require that discovery extend out into 2003,

11 probably at least until the first part of April or

12 maybe a little later than that.

13 But what we were thinking was that there

14 would only be one procedural schedule for all of

15 the dockets combined.

16 JUDGE CASEY:   So then we were -- we are

17 basically going to need to put this on hold for

18 seven months?

19 MS. VON QUALEN:   No.  No, it's just that as far

20 as the hearing goes and staff's direct testimony,

21 it couldn't be filed until all of the discovery was

22 completed on the 2002 PGA.
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1 But I know that staff has continued to

2 work on their analysis and it's fairly complex.  So

3 that, actually, I think staff will be very busy

4 during the whole time period creating their case.

5 JUDGE CASEY:   Well, unless it's bifurcated,

6 staff will have ample time in which to put that

7 case together since we won't be having a hearing

8 probably then until the fall of next year; is that

9 approximately correct?

10 And if we --

11 MS. VON QUALEN:   I was thinking it would

12 probably be July or thereabouts, but I'm not ready

13 to confirm a hearing date.

14 JUDGE CASEY:   Well, we can -- I can continue

15 this status for the folks here to think about how

16 this is going to work from a scheduling standpoint

17 because the Commission's going to want to know two

18 things:  How this is going to work and when it's

19 going to be done.

20 So we can go off the record and talk

21 about timing of this or we can continue this matter

22 for the parties to think about it and give it some
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1 more thought.

2 It's your -- whatever your pleasure is.

3 MS. VON QUALEN:   I suggest we go off the

4 record.

5 JUDGE CASEY:   Okay.  We're going to go off the

6 record at this time.

7                   (Discussion off the record.)

8                   (Recess taken.)

9 JUDGE CASEY:   While off the record, discussion

10 was had as to a proposed discovery -- excuse me, a

11 proposed schedule of this matter in the event the

12 joint movants' motion to reopen were granted.

13 Also while off the record, staff

14 requested the opportunity to file an amended -- or

15 a corrected version of the motion and that request

16 is granted.

17 MR. REICHART:   Thank you.

18 JUDGE CASEY:   Also, while on the record -- or

19 excuse me, while off the record, discussion was had

20 as to an agreed-upon continued status date.  That

21 agreed-upon date is January 7th, 2003 at 10:00 a.m.

22 All right.  Then this matter will be
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1 continued to that date, and I want to thank the

2 parties for their cooperation and trying to

3 enlighten the ALJs as to how this joint motion

4 would operate.

5 Have a safe and enjoyable holiday

6 season.

7 MR. PERA:   You, too.

8 MR. KELTER:   Thank you.

9                       (Whereupon, said hearing was

10                       continued to January 7, 2003

11                       at 10:00 a.m.)
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